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ABSTRACT
Direct access to the system’s resources such as the GPU, persistent
storage and networking has enabled in-browser crypto-mining.
Thus, there has been a massive response by rogue actors who abuse
browsers for mining without the user’s consent. This trend has
grown steadily for the last months until this practice, i.e., CryptoJacking, has been acknowledged as the number one security threat
by several antivirus companies.
Considering this, and the fact that these attacks do not behave as
JavaScript malware or other Web attacks, we propose and evaluate
several approaches to detect in-browser mining. To this end, we
collect information from the top 330.500 Alexa sites. Mainly, we
used real-life browsers to visit sites while monitoring resourcerelated API calls and the browser’s resource consumption, e.g.,
CPU.
Our detection mechanisms are based on dynamic monitoring,
so they are resistant to JavaScript obfuscation. Furthermore, our
detection techniques can generalize well and classify previously
unseen samples with up to 99.99% precision and recall for the benign
class and up to 96% precision and recall for the mining class. These
results demonstrate the applicability of detection mechanisms as a
server-side approach, e.g., to support the enhancement of existing
blacklists.
Last but not least, we evaluated the feasibility of deploying prototypical implementations of some detection mechanisms directly on
the browser. Specifically, we measured the impact of in-browser API
monitoring on page-loading time and performed micro-benchmarks
for the execution of some classifiers directly within the browser. In
this regard, we ascertain that, even though there are engineering
challenges to overcome, it is feasible and beneficial for users to
bring the mining detection to the browser.
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1

MOTIVATION

HTML5 technologies such as WebGL and WebSockets contributed
to achieve something that was attempted but not successful so far:
in-browser crypto-currency mining [1]. On the one hand, cryptomining could be a business model where visitors use energy and
computational resources in exchange for the content they get, instead of coping with advertisements and their privacy implications [14, 16, 29, 47]. However, system administrators, developers, and attackers have started embedding crypto-mining scripts
through their own and third-party sites without the users’ consent.
Abusing the browser’s resources for crypto-mining without the
user’s knowledge, i.e., CryptoJacking, has been already recognized
by the ESET antivirus company as the top cyber attack today [17].
Further, Symantec states that browser-based CryptoJacking has
increased by 8.500% in 2017 in their technical report [43]. From
a practical perspective, there is no evidence of a transparent environment where users provide consent before sites start using
their resources for mining. As a result, we propose to provision
the browser with tools to detect on its own, without relying on
information provided by the site visited, whether the site being
rendered is performing mining or not.
Our contributions can be summarized as follows: 1) we propose
several novel mining detection techniques based on the system’s
resource consumption and resource-related browser API usage. 2)
we evaluate and compare the performance of the different proposed techniques by collecting information about how sites use
the browser most resource-related APIs and system’s resources.
For this, we used real-life browsers on 330.500 sites based on the
Alexa top ranking. 3) we analyze the feasibility of porting APIbased mining detection to the browser. To this end, we perform a
quantitative analysis of the overhead on the page loading time and
execute micro-benchmarks for the detection algorithm.
This paper is structured as follows: Section 2 states our problem.
Sections 3 and 4 describe our methodology and evaluation. Then,
we cover related work in Section 5 and draw conclusions from our
work and discuss feature steps in Section 6.

2

PROBLEM STATEMENT

CryptoJacking has some critical differences with malware
and other Web attacks. First of all, JavaScript malware, as well
as attacks against the users’ sessions and data, are executed once.
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Once the attacker has obtained the data, session or control over
the machine, the attack is successful and complete. For mining, an
attacker benefits over longer periods of time because his earnings
are proportional to the resources he can use on the browser’s side.
Second, conventional Web security mechanisms, such as the Same
Origin Policy or Content Security Policies (CSP) cannot protect
users against mining because in many cases the code is delivered
as part of the frame or site rendered by the browser. Thousands
of sites have been used to deliver mining scripts in different ways
without signs of cross-site scripting or other Web attacks. For instance, Youtube advertisements [25, 46], Content Management System widgets [26], or even wrong permissions assigned to Amazon
S3 buckets [28] have been used by attackers to modify sites and
inject mining scripts.
So far, two possible countermeasures against mining have been
implemented or discussed: blacklisting domains or blocking sites
based on their resource consumption. However, existing countermeasures have two problems. Blacklists are easy to circumvent
by moving miners to new domains1 ; thus, they yield too many false
negatives. Second, there is a bug description asking Chromium developers to block sites with CPU usage; however, most developers
consider it to be an unreliable indicator for mining because it can
block many benign sites and create many false positives [13].
We aim to close this gap by providing a better detection mechanism that can achieve two goals. On the one hand, the detection
mechanism should label miners on sites that were not previously
seen, i.e., reduce false negatives of blacklists. On the other hand, it
should not label sites as miners unless they are performing mining,
i.e., decrease false positives with respect to a decision only considering processing power. To this end, we performed a thorough
evaluation between a detection mechanism based on network, processor, and memory consumption and a more advanced approach
based on monitoring resource-related API calls inside the browser.
The next aspect related to CryptoJacking is to assess when to
perform online or offline detection. We refer to online detection
when detection is performed on the same browser where sites are
being browsed by users; conversely, we term offline detection when
malicious or benign sites are classified in a different system than the
one employed by the user, e.g., in a cloud infrastructure and then
delivering a blacklist to the user’s browser. In the case of offline
detection, servers are constantly crawling the internet and could
come across different content than what is served to actual users
for two reasons: 1) the server could get a customized version of
the content without the mining, 2) pages serving malicious content
could be behind log-in screens, etc. Despite these issues, offline
detection has been incredibly useful to train and verify results from
more lightweight (online) mechanisms in the past; for example,
Cujo [38] and ZOZZLE [9] were trained and verified, respectively,
using JSAND [8]: an offline malicious JavaScript detection mechanism. Another advantage of offline mechanisms is that they can
have more computing power and more specialized setups which
translates into better detection performance.
Every detection method we analyze can be deployed offline. In
particular, the resource-based approach can only be performed
1 [6]

showed that CryptoJacking actors started hosting their own proxy servers to
connect to mining pools [49] to avoid fees for Monero and to make detection harder
to perform as domain blacklisting is not sufficient anymore.
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offline because it executes a browser in an isolated environment
during a single site visit. Contrarily, the resource-related in-browser
API classifier has more potential to be deployed directly in the
user’s browser, i.e., for online detection. Thus, we measure the
impact on page-loading time imposed by the API monitoring and
the computation of the feature vector.

3

METHODOLOGY

We started by performing a large-scale collection of how sites use
system’s resources particular API calls. Afterward, we labeled the
data with two classes (mining, or benign sites). Then, we chose
different sets of features as well as a learning model to train a
classifier predicting whether a site is performing mining or not.

3.1

Data Collection

There have been several approaches to automate browsers for data
collection, e.g., OpenWPM created by Englehardt and Narayanan [14],
yet we decided to implement our own mechanisms for various reasons. We needed to control and instrument the browser remotely to
receive the events created by our instrumentation through a highly
efficient communication channel. Based on these requirements, we
decided to use the Chrome Debugging Protocol with Chromium2 .
In addition to collecting which API calls have been performed
by Websites, we faced the challenge of quantifying the resources
used by each browser during the experiments. To tackle this, we
used docker containers to isolate the browser processes and
count the amount of memory, processor, and networking used.
Additionally, through the docker API, we were able to create, stop
and delete containers for each visit. This ensures that the initial
state is always the same, i.e., no cookies, local storage or cached
sites, and the reproducibility of the experiments.
Figure 1 shows the logical architecture of our crawling system.
A Crawler Node selects a pending job (site visit) from the database,
creates a new chromium container and starts listening for memory,
CPU, and network consumption events through docker APIs. Then,
each node instructs one browser to instrument all pages loaded and
to visit a particular page. During the visit, which lasts 35 seconds,
the node receives all events detected by the instrumented code from
the browser through the Chromium debugging protocol. Finally,
it stops the tracing and waits until all data has been received before stopping the resource monitoring for the container and then
removes the container. Additionally, there is a shared MongoDB
database holding all pending jobs and results obtained so far. The
database was designed to ensure that several nodes can be executed
in parallel without conflicting with each other. We used one Virtual
Machine (VM) with 700 GB of disk to host the database and four
VMs with 15 GB of disk for crawling. All VMS were executed inside
a single physical host running a VMWare ESX Virtualization server
and had eight virtual processors and 8 GB of RAM. Moreover, each
crawling VM had seven nodes (each node controlling one browser).
To run Chromium on headless mode, we used the X virtual frame
buffer tool (Xvfb) to execute it without requiring a screen for the
servers visiting the sites.
2A

key advantage is that Chromium enables us to leverage the internal network and
profiling protocol to send events from the browser to the monitoring program by
calling console.timeStamp() within the instrumented code.
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Figure 1: Crawler’s Logical Architecture
Overall, we obtained 285.919 sites out of the top 330.500 Alexa
sites. We tried to re-execute sites that failed due to network timeouts
or operational errors after the first run was finished. The main
operational error causing crashes during our experiments was nondeterministic. The problem was that Chromium stopped sometimes
when Xvfb was used [33, 34]. From the 285.919 sites that were
adequately visited, we found 656 sites performing mining using the
labeling technique described in Section 3.2.
System’s Resource Monitoring: To minimize measurement errors,
we monitor all the resources used by the container running (only)
the Chromium instance that opened a site through the docker stats
API. In particular, our Crawler Node obtains events including memory, processor, and network consumption. Afterward, we aggregate
the total number of ticks used by the processor, the total number of
bytes used from main memory and the total number of bytes sent
or received over the network separately.
JavaScript APIs: The computational resources accessible through
the browser are CPU, GPU, storage, and networking. So, we override the browser’s behaviour by instrumenting the APIs using those
resources. In addition to APIs accessing the resources directly, we
have also monitored other APIs enabling inter-window communication because they also reflect interactions between different
domains and are commonly used by WebWorkers, etc. Nonetheless,
we tried to instrument the least amount of APIs, yet still obtaining
an overview of the resources being accessed through the browser
(see Table 1).
To monitor the APIs within the browser remotely, we used the
Chrome Debugging Protocol and let the Crawler Node instrument
the browser remotely using the addScriptToEvaluateOnLoad and
setAutoAttachToCreatedPages calls from the Page API. This injects scripts when a new document is created. Despite what the term
addScriptToEvaluateOnLoad suggests, this function injects the code
before the site is loaded [21]. To receive events through the Chrome
Debugging Protocol, we used the Tracing.dataCollected function to get events generated by Chromium’s console whenever the

function console.timesTamp was called from the instrumented
code.
To instrument the browser we followed an approach attempting to introduce the least performance impact possible. That is to
say, whenever it was possible, we added a listener to the event
without redefining the API. For instance, this is possible when our
script needs to get the postMessage events from the window by
adding an EventListener to the window for the event “message".
In other cases, when we only needed to monitor a few specific
calls, we redefined the functions. Whenever, there were APIs intensively used by mining scripts, such as the GPU-related scripts,
we opted for redefining all the functions and notifying the Crawler
Node through the Chrome Debugging Protocol whenever any function was called on the object. To redefine methods we used the
method Object.defineProperty, as it has been previously used
by IceShield [19] or the OpenWPM Firefox extension instrumenting
JavaScript [15].
As the database logged the time for each function call, the result
can be seen, from the browser’s point of view, as a list of events
observed during the execution of a site.

3.2

Labeling

We performed the data collection from the top 330.500 Alexa sites
between October the 2nd and November the 8th 2017; this time
window was very convenient. On the one hand, this collection
started shortly, i.e., less than 3 weeks, after Coinhive started operating (the number one threat currently according to ESET [17]).
In particular, this time was enough to evidence the overwhelming
adoption of Coinhive described in their first-week report [44]. On
the other hand, data collection also took place before miners started
using their own domains to avoid detection and avoid paying fees
to Coinhive [6]. This evasion technique was rarely used since late
November 2017 and only became a trend towards March 2018. The
lack of evasion techniques allowed us to obtain high-quality data
for labeling our learning dataset.
To label the mining and benign classes, we queried our database
to find sites who had sent, received messages or opened WebSockets
with any domain that had been blacklisted by the existing miner
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blockers [22, 50]. A detailed list of the domains used is shown in
Table 7 (Appendix B).
Querying the database after dynamic monitoring took place,
i.e., WebSocket creations and sending or receiving events, gave us
a significant advantage over static techniques. In particular, we
obtained proportionally more miner samples by analyzing the site’s
behavior during runtime in comparison to other work analyzing
the evolution of in-browser miners, which executed queries on the
static content provided by Websites over time [18]3 .

3.3

Feature Selection

At this point, we have described how we obtained two data sources:
resources consumed (memory, network, and processor), and JavaScript
API Events (a sequence of resource-related events that occurred for
each visit). However, before we can describe which features will
be used, we have to ensure fairness when making the comparison
between both datasets. Although we collected 285.919, only 196.724
actually used resource-related APIs. Thus, to be fair, we used only
the 196.724 visits that used resource-related APIs to obtain features
from both datasets (resources and API calls). This cannot leave any
mining site out of the dataset because we labeled mining sites based
on the WebSocket messages they exchanged with a known mining
server: a resource-related API call.
System’s Resource Monitoring: System’s resources could only
be quantified as a total amount of processor ticks, bytes sent or
received over the network or number of bytes of memory used
along the execution, i.e., a vector in N4 .
In the case of system’s resources, not all features have the same
scale; for instance, processor ticks is likely to have higher values
than the number of bytes sent over the network. To improve performance of the learning algorithm we had to perform scaling of
each vector component to a fixed range for all features. However,
scaling can be harmful when outliers are an essential aspect of
the problem (uncommon sites doing mining). So, we used a robust
scaling preprocessing algorithm from Scikit-learn to map vectors
to R4 while affecting outliers the least possible. We have witnessed
an improved performance after scaling.
Nonetheless, the fact that we have to perform scaling of each feature in comparison to all other samples observed brings a particular
downside. The scale for each feature, e.g., min and max number
of processor ticks, is fixed after scaling; as a result, scales depend
on each computer executing the prediction, e.g., big desktop PCs
will observe different ranges than phones in practice. So, online
deployment, as described in Section 2, is not an option. Instead, this
classifier could be supported to enhance existing blacklists.
JavaScript APIs: This section describes how feature vectors are
created step by step. First, we explain how we extract relevant
values for each vector component. Then, we describe the vector’s
normalization process before they are used for training and classification. Lastly, we describe the technical aspects considered for
efficiency during the learning and prediction process.
In the case of the resource-related API events, we face a challenge: mapping the sequence of events for every visit as a set of
3

[18] reports circa 1.000 mining sites on the Alexa top million. We discovered 656
sites within the top 330.500 sites.
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numerical features. We explore two approaches to map events to
vectors: bag of words, and q-grams. Luckily, Rieck et al. already
introduced notation to describe q-grams in Cujo [38]. The same
q-gram representation and set of features were later used by EarlyBird by Schutt et al. [40]. Thus, we will use the same notation
used by EarlyBird and Cujo to show the bag of words and q-grams
approach.
Bag of words: let E be the set of all possible events and let ϕ b
map x to the vector space N |E | representing the bag of words. In
particular, we associate every API call e ∈ E to one dimension in
the vector. So, we can define ϕ b using every API call to create the
vector like this:
ϕ b : x → (ϕ eb (x))e ∈E
where the ϕ eb (x) counts the number of times that e appears in
x. We observed 173 resource-related API calls being performed
throughout our crawl, so |E| = 173.
Q-grams: let S be the set of all possible q-grams and let ϕ q be
a function mapping x to the vector space B |S | . Now, like Rieck et
al. [38], we map every possible q-gram to a component of the vector
and using the function:
q

ϕ q(: x → (ϕ s (x))s ∈S
1, if x contains the q-gram s
q
where ϕ s (x) =
0, otherwise.
Vectors produced by ϕ b and ϕ q have the same scale for every
feature, i.e., they are all counting events or q-grams; therefore,
unlike like the resource-based approach, this approach does not
need scaling. API-based approaches are likely to perform better
than the resource-based model on systems with different computing power because they focus on particular patterns observed on
the sequence of API calls, rather than using the actual amount of
resources consumed.
Notwithstanding, we cannot use vectors produced by ϕ b and
q
ϕ as the feature vectors yet. The main problem is that, so far,
this feature vector would give more weight to event sequences x
containing more q-grams. Thus, we normalized vectors produced
by ϕ b and ϕ q using the ℓ 2 (or also known as Euclidean) norm.
After normalization, the bag of word vectors are mapped from
N |E | to R |E | and q-grams vectors are mapped from B |S | to R |S | ;
furthermore, every vector has the same norm after normalization.
As a result, the value represented in a single q-gram dimension
will be diminished when sites contain many other q-grams. On
the contrary, for an event sequence with very few q-grams, each
one of them will have more weight. An important advantage of
normalization over scaling is that normalization is applied only
considering a single sample, i.e., no need to know the distribution
of the data beforehand.
We must clarify that even though Cujo [38] and EarlyBird [40]
use the same q-gram representation, our approach uses a different
set of features oriented to resource-related APIs. More details on
similarities and differences are discussed in Section 5.
The size of all possible q-grams grows exponentially with q;
theoretically, |S | has an upper bound of |E|q . However, we found
that in the case of APIs used by sites the combinations observed on
the q-grams is considerably smaller as q grows, i.e., |S | was 3.698,
17.604, 48.657, 103.034 for q values of 2, 3, 4 and 5 respectively.
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Still, due to the q-gram’s high dimensionality and the fact that they
would have many components of each vector with null values, we
used a sparse “triplet” representation for the matrix continuing all
the vectors in Scipy [30]. Thus, the k t h elements in the arrays i,j,v
represent that matrix[i k , jk ] = vk .

3.4

EVALUATION

We perform two kinds of quantitative evaluation on the proposed
detection approaches. First of all, we analyze the performance of
the detection algorithm by measuring its precision and recall. Then,
we assess the impact on page-loading time imposed by the API
monitoring and the effort required to calculate q-grams while Websites are loading. Last but not least, we measure the average time
required by an SVM to classify a website within the browser.

4.1

full dataset

training
75%

Learning

Even though there are several classification algorithms such as
linear discriminant analysis, logistic regression, etc., Support Vector Machines (SVM) are prevalent for tackling security problems
because, unlike other classification methods that minimize the empirical loss, SVM attempts to minimize the generalization loss. To
do this, the SVM draws a separator hyperplane in an n-dimensional
space and tries to find the separator that is the farthest away from
known samples [39]. This maximizes space around the separator
for new samples that have not yet been observed during training.
Another vital point visible by looking at the results of the labeling
process is that we are facing a problem with highly unbalanced
classes (656 malicious sites vs. 285.858 benign sites). From this point
of view, we weighted the vectors provided during training using
the balanced class weight Scikit-learn [32]. Thus, every sample
weight is inversely proportional to the class frequency, i.e., mining
samples have more weight as their class is considerably smaller.
Lastly, we use a linear kernel on the SVM. This helps in two
aspects: runtime performance and the kernel size is bound by the
number of dimensions of the vectors. Some other kernels, e.g., radial
base function, grow with the number of samples used for training.
The bigger the kernel is, the less feasible will be to execute the SVM
on the browser after training it with tens of thousands of sites.

4
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Detection

A common way to chose parameters for a particular machine learning model is to use cross-validation. Although this is fine to tune
arguments and to train the model, performance metrics calculated
during cross-validation, e.g., precision, should not be used to evaluate the model. When the metrics calculated by cross-validation
are used, the model is evaluated with data already used to tune the
parameters; as a result, some information from the training data
can be implicitly included in the model which results in over-fitting
and a false increase on the metric [2].
To avoid this, we do not use the metrics calculated during crossvalidation. As Figure 2 shows, we do a random split on the dataset
between a training and an evaluation partition. Then, we perform
cross-validation with K-fold (k = 4), again splitting the set randomly, to train the model and find the best classifier. Once the
best classifier is obtained by cross-validation, we apply it on the
evaluation dataset.

: random
split
evaluation

: apply
: produces

25%

...
K-Fold Cross-Validation

Best Classiﬁer

Figure 2: One Iteration Evaluating the Detection

Following the process described in Figure 2 guarantees us to
obtain real performance, i.e., precision and recall, because they are
calculated by applying the best found classifier on data which has
never been used in the process so far. Also, this ensures that the
classifier can generalize well when classifying samples it has never
seen. In other words, during the evaluation process the classifier judges sites it has never seen before, not even during the
training phase. Further, to have certainty that high performance
is not due to a “lucky” random split, we execute the procedure
shown in Figure 2 five times, for each set of features (resources, bag
of words, and all q-grams), and calculate the mean and standard
deviation.
Metrics: Machine learning algorithms are sometimes evaluated
based on their accuracy, i.e., right predictions/total predictions;
however, this metric does not consider for which class the prediction
took place. Thus, wrong classifiers can still have high accuracy on
unbalanced datasets; for instance, a wrong classifier predicting
every site as benign would have high accuracy because most of
the sites in the dataset belong to the benign class in the first place.
To avoid this, we apply the classifier to the full evaluation set and
calculate precision and recall4 on a per-class basis.
By using these two metrics on a per-class basis, we obtain complementary views with respect to how elements are labeled for a
specific class. Recall for a single class shows whether the classifier
can detect all relevant samples. Precision ensures that the classifier does not label elements that do not belong to the class. In
simpler terms, only an optimal classifier can have high precision
and recall. A classifier detecting most of the elements for the class
obtains high recall; nonetheless, if the classifier labels too many
elements, its precision will drop, e.g., blocking sites only due to
high processor consumption. Conversely, a classifier only labeling
few elements in the class, to ensure that they are indeed there, has
high precision; however, it is more likely that several elements in
the class remain undetected, so its recall will drop, e.g., blocking
sites using blacklists. Last but not least, we also calculate the f1
score5 to have a single metric balancing precision and recall at the
same time.
|T P |
|T P |
and r ecall =
where TP is a set con|T P | + |F P |
|T P | + |F N |
taining all true positives, FN contains all false negatives, and FP contains all false
negatives.
5 f 1 = 2 ∗ pr ecision ∗ r ecall
pr ecision + r ecall

4 pr ecision

=
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Benign Class: Table 2 shows the mean and standard deviations
for precision, recall and the f1 score for each classifier. From 10.000
benign sites, all q-gram classifiers detect 99.99 of them, i.e., 99.99%
recall. Q-grams obtained a similar result regarding precision; specifically, 2-, 4- and 5-grams produce one false positive for every 10.000
sites predicted as benign (99.99% precision). Also, the minimal standard deviation, below 0.01%, shows that we can be very confident
of these results. Moreover, in the case of 3-grams, which seem to
have a lower precision than the others, they have a higher standard deviation. This indicates that they could either have a value
between 99.97% and 99.99% as precision. For the bag of words and
resource-based approaches, the classifiers still obtain very high
precision and accuracy, i.e., they only differ by 0.01% and 1.83% in
comparison to q-grams. Considering that the benign class is the
biggest class, results presented in Table 2 show that most of the
samples are correctly classified.
Mining Class: Figure 3 shows the mean and standard deviation
for precision and recall; further, Table 3 contains the same metrics
along with the f1 score. From the recall point of view, all classifiers
perform over 93%. In other words, regardless of the classifier type,
all the proposed detection mechanisms can detect at least 93% of all
mining sites. All classifiers based on q-gram have recall between 95%
and 97%. From the precision point of view, q-grams perform really
well, e.g., from 100 sites labeled as mining by a q-gram classifier
there are between three and four false positives. Now, we address
the relatively high deviation of all the precision, and recall values
for the mining class, in comparison with the low deviation shown
for the benign class. Further, we also address why there is a gap
between the group containing the resources- and bag of wordsbased classifiers in comparison to all q-grams. Especially, because
the high precision drop for the mining class was not observed when
analyzing precision and recall values for the complementary class,
i.e., benign sites, presented before.
In the presence of two complementary and significantly unbalanced classes, false positives and false negatives have a higher
impact on precision and recall for the smaller class. For the sake of
the argument let us assume we have a mining class with ten sites
and a benign class with 10 million sites. Let us further assume we
have a classifier detecting all ten mining sites, but also producing
ten false positives. In such a scenario, the classifier would only have
50% precision for the mining class and 100% recall. Apparently, as
we only looked at the mining class, with ten sites, the previously
mentioned classifier has very poor precision. However, we should
keep in mind that such classifier is producing ten false positives for

Classif.
Precision
Recall
F1
resources
13.32 (0.98) 93.89 (1.34) 23.31 (1.54)
b. words html5 15.20 (3.74) 93.52 (1.62) 25.95 (5.48)
2grams html5 96.57 (1.06) 96.98 (0.96) 96.77 (0.70)
3grams html5 96.79 (1.34) 95.33 (1.91) 96.04 (0.86)
4grams html5 96.47 (1.07) 97.84 (1.29) 97.15 (1.04)
5grams html5 96.54 (1.15) 95.48 (1.38) 96.00 (0.76)
Table 3: Mean and Std. Dev. for Metrics (Mining)

Mean score (and std. dev.) for 5 runs (mining class)
1.0
0.8
Score (from 0 to 1)

Classif.
Precision
Recall
F1
resources
99.98 (0.00) 97.97 (0.12) 98.97 (0.06)
b. words html5 99.98 (0.00) 98.16 (0.46) 99.06 (0.23)
2grams html5 99.99 (0.00) 99.99 (0.00) 99.99 (0.00)
3grams html5 99.98 (0.01) 99.99 (0.00) 99.99 (0.00)
4grams html5 99.99 (0.00) 99.99 (0.00) 99.99 (0.00)
5grams html5 99.99 (0.00) 99.99 (0.00) 99.99 (0.00)
Table 2: Mean and Std. Dev. for Metrics (Benign)
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Figure 3: Detection Performance for Mining Class
10 million sites, so it will generate one false positive the 0.0001% of
the times it is used.
The benign and mining classes whose results are presented in
Table 2 and Table 3 have unbalanced sizes, i.e., 285.858 and 656 sites,
respectively. So, although the real classes are not as unbalanced
as the previous example, a small amount of false positives or false
negatives has a considerably higher impact on precision and recall
for the mining class than for the benign class. Further, due to these
high variations, introduced by a few false positives, the smaller
class has higher deviations than the benign class.
Appendix A formalizes the intuition behind class sizes and how
this affects the precision and recall metrics for the smaller class. This
formulation is used to calculate a theoretical upper bound of false
positives and false negatives with respect to the whole dataset, i.e.,
285.919 sites. This reveals that although q-grams perform better than
the bag of words- or the resource-based approach, i.e., 0.008% of false
positives with respect to the whole dataset, the latter approaches are
also working well in practice. Moreover, we show that the resourcebased and the bag of words approaches produce 1.5% and 1.3% of
false positives (compared to the whole dataset) while producing
around 0.015% of false negatives.
Another takeaway from Table 2 and 3 is that q-grams perform
similarly. The f1 score, precision and recall show that even though
there seems to be a slight trend to increase performance towards 4grams and then decrease for 5-grams, the standard deviation values
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do not let us have certainty that this is the case. So, depending
on performance overhead introduced by the q-gram calculation, a
reasonable trade-off could be to use 2-grams instead of 5-grams:
more on this is explained in Section 4.2.1.
During all the executions on the evaluation set, all q-gram approaches only flagged 22 sites as “false positives”. After further
investigation, we found that the classifier was detecting new mining proxies that were not part of the training set. For example,
moneone.ga was reported to blockers only after we labeled our
training set. Further, we found several domains with the same Monero URL structure, i.e., ending in /proxy or starting with ws01.
In some cases, we came across proxies that were not part of the
blacklists but are clearly associated with miners, i.e., wp-monerominer.de. This implies that the performance of the classifiers
is even higher than the reported values. For completeness, the
sites along with the proxies as listed in Table 6 (Appendix B).

4.2

Impact on the Page Loading Time

We have produced a proof-of-concept implementation using Chrome
Debugging Tools to inject the necessary scripts to monitor the
resource-related APIs and apply the bag of words classifier predicting whether a site is mining or not. However, to quantify the
overhead on the client side, we split our analysis on the runtime
performance on the client side into two parts. First, we measure the
overhead induced on page-loading time when APIs are monitored
and bag-of-words or q-grams are being calculated simultaneously.
Then, we evaluate in which cases can a classifier be executed within
the browser and its execution time. We split the analysis into two
parts because the classification takes place after the full site has
been loaded; thus, it is not useful to attempt to measure the impact
of the classifier on the page-loading time if it runs seconds after the
page is rendered. On the other hand, the constant monitoring and
calculation of q-grams can impact the page loading time; thus, it is
critical to measure its impact during the initial stages of rendering.
Further, our measurements are a worst-case scenario from the
runtime performance point of view because we are instrumenting
the browser APIs with JavaScript from a remote program (Crawler
Node). Therefore, an actual implementation of this mechanism
within the browser can only improve the user’s experience or deploy
more powerful mechanisms than our prototypical version.
4.2.1 Speed Index. Analyzing the performance impact on page
loading time for real Websites is a technically challenging problem.
Previously, there have been a number of attempts to measure a
particular event, e.g., window load, reflecting how favorable the
user’s experience is on a Website; however, these metrics were not
successful because a single event is affected by a number of factors
and not necessarily correlates with the moment when content is
shown [11]. To overcome this, the speed index calculates a curve
of visual completeness (Figure 4) using video captures. In particular, the index is calculated based on the moment when a page has
finished loading. To have a bounded value evidencing the number
of pixels that took certain time to be rendered, the speed index calculates the area over the curve (up to 100% of visual completeness),
i.e., the background of the image that is not covered by histogram
bars. Thus, a high speed index reflects a site that is taking long to
render content. The main drawback of this index is that developers
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Figure 4: Facebook’s SpeedIndex Visual Completeness Rendered by Speedline [20]
may need to remove visual content that is modified periodically,
such as ads or banners, as the speed index would classify this as
content which has not yet been loaded (as it keeps changing).
The speed index is the better-known way to analyze how fast
sites are loading; consequently, we used it to analyze the impact
of the API instrumentation and calculation of the bag of words or
q-grams array. More to the point, we measured the speed index
using the same setup described in Section 3.1, with some differences.
First, only one Crawling Node was executed per VM. Further, we
modified the browser instrumentation to calculate q-grams directly
in the browser instead of streaming the HTML events to the Crawler
Node. Also, instead of visiting a site only once, the speed index
evaluation executed 20 consecutive visits (each one with a new
container). For Each visit, we performed remote browser profiling
and then used the Speedline library [20] in the Crawler node to
calculate the speed index over the profiling data and store it in the
database.
As the speedindex can severely vary due to a number of factors,
we are mostly interested in the overhead induced by each API-based
approach instead of the actual speed index for each site. Therefore,
we executed five kinds of automated visits: baseline, bag of words,
2-, 3- and 4-grams. The baseline experiment opened a Website and
then closed it without performing any API instrumentation. The
bag of words experiment instrumented all APIs and monitored
the number times each API call was performed. The 2-, 3-, and
4-grams experiments also instrumented the resource-related APIs
but additionally calculated the count for each q-gram observed
during the execution. Moreover, to have real comparable results, we
executed all the speed index calculations simultaneously (baseline,
bag of words and q-grams) between June the 8th and June the 10th
2018. This avoids any network delays or content updates on the
Websites that could affect our measurements if they were executed
at different times.
As discussed in Section 4.1, we need to evaluate the overhead
induced by 2-, 3, and 4-grams. Depending on the performance
overhead, a trade-off may be required to save page-rendering time.
Notwithstanding, it is clearly not a good idea to use 5-grams because
we already have an indicator that its detection performance may
drop, and in any case, 5-grams require more resources than the
smaller q-grams.
When performing the speed index measurements, we encountered a problem with specific sites whose speed index varied too
much across the 20 visits. We already suspected this could relate
to dynamic content; withal, we decided to investigate further. Figure 5 shows a histogram for the standard deviations (calculated
based on 20 subsequent visits per site) for the Alexa top 100. This
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Histogram of Std. Dev. Speed Indexes for Alexa Top 100 Sites

Approach
Overhead Mean Overhead Std. Dev
bag of words
9.258832 %
10.167985 %
2-grams
24.943266 %
15.672606 %
3-grams
38.311742 %
26.489506 %
4-grams
39.164961 %
24.461527 %
Table 4: Overall Overhead in Comparison with the Baseline
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Figure 5: Histogram of Std. Dev. Speed Indexes for Alexa Top
100 Sites

gave us a clear experimental threshold (deviation of 1000) to keep
most of the sites who had a deviation within the most significant
part of the population. From 88 sites that we were able to visit 20
times successfully from the top 1006 , 61 sites had a smaller standard
deviation than the threshold while 21 sites were above.
Interestingly, we found that although in several cases the speed
index deviation happened due to visual elements that kept changing,
e.g., banners or auto-playing videos, there seemed to be more sites
from Chinese domains or companies in the list. According to an
online forum discussing the topic, there seem to be several factors
influencing network conditions when Chinese sites are accessed
from outside of China. Apparently, China uses three locations for
the Great Chinese Firewall, charges significant amounts of money
for abroad connections and does not have enough submarine cable
connections in proportion to their population [37, 45]. If these
arguments are indeed true, this would explain the variations on the
speed index due to significant latencies and unpredictable network
conditions. For the full list of sites see Table 9 in Appendix B.
Due to space reasons, we report the mean speed index (based
on 20 visits for each site) for the top 20 Alexa sites in Figure 6, but
we still present the full Alexa top 100 list in Figure 7, as well as the
behavior of sites excluded from the calculations in Figure 8.
Figure 6 shows the mean speed index and their standard deviations for the top 20 sites within the deviation threshold described
above. Overall, visits yield a higher index as the computation increases, e.g., baseline requires less computation than to bag of
words and therefore yields a lower speed index. Notwithstanding, although there is a clear trend for more complex monitoring
schemes to increase the speed index, the overhead induced is not
significant enough to guarantee that all sites have higher indexes
for all comparisons. For example, Instagram’s speed index has a
lower value for 4-grams than for 3-grams, although it exposes an
increasing behavior between the baseline, bag of words, 2- and
3-grams. This can be related to some dynamic features of the sites,
but it could also happen because values for the mean of the speed
index lie within an error margin (related to the standard deviation).
So, we can only know that they are “close" the value shown.
To provide an even more intuitive view on the results from the
Alexa top 100 speed index, Table 4 shows the mean and standard
deviation of the overhead of the different instrumentation and
6 Remember

the non-deterministic bug described in Section 3.1

vector calculation approaches using the baseline as reference for
the different instrumentation approaches. It is clear that q-grams
can have an overhead ranging from 20 to 40% on the speed index.
4.2.2 Classifier Execution. To evaluate to which extent can be classification mechanisms based on JavaScript features be executed
directly in the browser today, we used a libSVM port to WebAssembly [24] to attempt to execute an SVM. Unfortunately, we found out
that only the bag of words SVM could be executed in the browser.
The primary constraint for the q-grams was that WebAssembly
runs out of memory when trying to load the SVM. The main difference between the implementation of the libSVM WebAssembly
library and Scikit learn is that Scikit lean provides the “triplet” representation for sparse data, and the WebAssembly wrapper requires
a regular matrix with the samples.
Withal, we executed a micro benchmark in JavaScript measuring
the time in milliseconds required to do 100.000 classifications individually in a loop using a Lenovo TS470S with 16 GB of RAM and
an Intel Core i7-7500U CPU @ 2.70GHz. We decided to perform
many classifications between the time measurements to decrease
possible measurement error and because we realized that sometimes classifications took less than one millisecond. After executing
the micro-benchmark described above ten times, we obtained a
mean of 181 milliseconds, for the 100.000 predictions and a standard deviation of 6.54 milliseconds. So, we can say that in average
each prediction takes 0.01 milliseconds.

5

RELATED WORK

Although there has been an initial study of the characteristics, e.g.,
timeline of events and adoption of particular miners, of in-browser
crypto-mining [18], we are the first describing a detection mechanism that does not rely on blacklists and therefore achieves better
detection performance. Also, this is the first quantitative analysis comparing resource and API-based detection of crypto-mining.
However, we are not the first studying malicious JavaScript code
exploiting the browser. In fact, we have leveraged similar concepts
than those described by IceShield [19], Cujo [38] and HoneyMonkey [48]. In spite of extensive research efforts to analyze JavaScript
malware using honeypots, e.g., PhoneyC [27] or WebPatrol [4], we
focus on systems using real browsers for their measurements.
Provos et al. [35] demonstrated in 2008 that 1.3% of Google
searches had a drive-by download attack. This created a wave of
offline detection (according to the term introduced in Section 2) approaches. However, in 2005 malicious JavaScript code was already
being automatically analyzed by Wang et al. when they introduced
HoneyMonkey [48]: an automated crawling framework to detect
malware downloads through the browser. HoneyMonkey simulated
human behavior during visits to malicious sites, under Windows
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Figure 6: Speed Index comparison vs Instrumentation Method (top Alexa 20 sites)
XP, while monitoring operations to the registry performed by the
machine. As the program simulating the user was not instructed
to accept to download or install malicious software, activities observed in the registry after the end of the visit flagged exploit sites.
Capture-HPC uses several HTTP clients, such as Firefox or Internet
Explorer to orchestrate them and monitor the file system, registry,
or processes a kernel level. As a result, it can flag malicious behavior
whenever an unexpected change takes place [41].
We are following a similar approach as HoneyMonkey and CaptureHPC in the sense that we also use real browsers to visit sites but at
the same time perform data collection in lower layers, i.e., docker
would be analogue to the OS.
Heidrich et al. created an in-browser solution to detect and mitigate malicious Websites called IceShield [19]. IceShield has been
implemented as a JavaScript Internet Explorer or Firefox extension
that redefines browser APIs to monitor JavaScript code, extracts
features and then uses Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) to detect malicious Websites. As the most significant contribution from
IceShield is to provide a safe and lightweight manner to rewrite the
browser APIs, the evaluation of their LDA is not as extensive as
others found in the literature. Our approach uses similar techniques
as IceShield to redefine the resource-related APIs and monitor them,
yet we do this by instrumenting the browser through the Chrome
Debugging Protocol API in a research context instead of using
extensions for this.
Cova et al. used HtmlUnit, a headless browser based on the Rhino
JavaScript interpreter, to create JSAND [8]. JSAND collected particular features related to four phases observed in drive-by downloads:
redirection and cloaking, de-obfuscation, environment preparation,
and exploitation. Also, JSAND was publicly available for some time
as Wepawet, and the authors validated around 140.000 pages by
2010. Song et al. introduced an approach to prevent drive-by downloads via inter-module communication monitoring [42]. Song et al.
created a browser module to monitor when COM modules were
created, invoked or freed. Also, to increase the number of malicious
samples that would attack the browser, the implemented an ActiveX
emulator, to simulate several vulnerabilities. Song’s approach is
based on a Deterministic Finite Automaton (DFA) created based on

37 known exploits manually. Thus, whenever the DFA for a website
reached a dangerous state, an exploit alert was generated.
Egele et al. [12] performed heapspray shellcode detection through
the execution of a modified Firefox, with a modified SpiderMonkey
instance monitoring all string concatenation and construction operations and emulating the bytes stored therein through a library
an x86 code emulation library.
Ratanaworabhan et al. proposed NOZZLE [36]: a mechanism
against heapspray attacks by using a Windows binary instrumentation framework to modify Firefox’s routines to validate objects
in the heap during garbage collection. Unlike Egele et al. [12] who
only checked strings, NOZZLE inspects all objects allocated the
heap. NOZZLE disassembles the code creating a control flow graph
and analyzing data flows to find valid x86 sequences and. Then, it
defines a heap attack surface area based on the previous analysis.
Curtsinger et al. created ZOZZLE [9] to achieve better performance than NOZZLE. To this end, ZOZZLE uses the Detours instrumentation library to perform JavaScript code deobfuscation
by hooking calls to the eval function on the JavaScript engine of
Internet Explorer. Once the deobfuscated code is available, ZOZZLE
parses the JavaScript and obtains the Abstract Syntax Tree (AST).
Our approach relates to JSAND [8], Egele et al. [12], Song’s
inter-module communication monitoring [42], NOZZLE [36] and
ZOZZLE [9] as they all collect features based on observations for a
particular security problem.
Rieck et al. created Cujo: a Web proxy performing static and dynamic analysis of JavaScript code to detect drive-by downloads [38].
Specifically, Cujo uses a custom YACC grammar to extract tokens
through lexical analysis. The result of the lexer shows a simplified representation of the code replacing variable and function
names, string values and their length and numeric values by different tokens, e.g., ID = ID + STR reflects an instruction where the
concatenation of a variable and a string is assigned to a variable.
Then, Cujo uses ADSandbox [10], a modification of SpiderMonkey,
to execute the JavaScript code to extract abstract operations. To
relate the static and dynamic analysis with one another, Rieck et al.
create q-grams from the reports generated by the static analysis and
ADSandbox. EarlyBird [40] is an optimization of Cujo. EarlyBird is
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a modified linear SVM with the same features as Cujo, yet giving
higher weights to malicious events occurring in the early stages of
an attack. On the one hand, EarlyBird gives higher weights to events
commonly appearing early in malicious scripts in the training set,
while leaving the weight for events mostly seen in benign sites
constant. Also, according to Schutt et al., the authors of EarlyBird,
this approach would produce a regular linear SVM whenever the
data available for training is not useful to identify which events are
present early in malicious Websites.
Clearly, the closest related work for our approach is Cujo and
EarlyBird because they both use q-grams and a SVM. However,
Rieck et al. focus on more generic features using dynamic and static
analysis, even including variable assignments; on the contrary, we
focus on particular resource-related API calls and do not need to
perform static analysis. The main reason for this is explained in
Section 2: attackers need to sustain the resource abuse to make
mining profitable; thus, a pure dynamic analysis suffices because
there is no way an attacker can perform mining without repeatedly
executing resource-intensive calls. Also, EarlyBird and Cujo are
deployed on a Proxy server; instead, we have studied, a worst-case
scenario, in which the API-based classifier is deployed directly in
the browser. We consider this effort to be valuable because the increasing adoption of TLS (after Cujo was published) makes harder
the deployment of secure proxies. Especially, considering that proxying TLS connections require a man-in-the-middle attack: known
to decrease security and privacy for users [31].

6

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work proposing
several learning-based approaches to detect in-browser mining and
evaluate them thoroughly. We compare six approaches using two
data sources: system’s resources consumed by the browser, and
APIs used by Websites. To assess the detection performance of each
one of the feature sets extracted from the datasets above, we trained
and evaluated the classifiers with 330.500 sites from the Alexa top
ranking.
We conclude that our classifiers close the gap between false
negatives introduced by blacklists [6] and false positives resulting
from CPU-based site classification [13]. More to the point, using
our feature sets and our labeling approach, we found very good
classifiers.
The best classifier we found has 97.84% recall, i.e., detects 97.84%
of all mining sites in an entirely new dataset. Moreover, the best
classifier also attains 99.7% precision; that is to say, from 100 sites
predicted to perform mining, there are 99.7 on average who are
indeed abusing the browser. Also, all detection mechanisms presented by us are resilient to obfuscation techniques because they
only rely on dynamic information. Nonetheless, our API-based detection mechanisms can misclassify sites whose APIs usage pattern
changed, e.g., we have observed differences in versions of Coinhive
rendering different geometrical figures. In such cases, the classifier
should be trained again with proper labels to solve the problem.
Also, existing solutions such as Revolver [23] could be used to prevent evasion. The main idea behind it is to detect sites that used to
be classified as malicious and are not classified as such anymore
and then investigate the changes.
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While every detection approach can be executed offline, according to the definition given in Section 2, we explored whether the
API-based approaches, e.g., bag of words, could be deployed directly on the browser. To this end, we evaluated the impact on
page-loading time induced by a prototypical API monitoring technique for the Alexa top 100 sites. Although this is just a worst-case
scenario, i.e., a production-level implementation directly in the
browser must be more efficient, results are somewhat encouraging.
Since there are no significant detection performance differences
between using 2-, 3- or 4-grams, we concluded that executing the
bag of words or the 2-grams classifier would induce only 9.2% or
24.9% overhead on the speed index, respectively.
However, after analyzing the overhead on page-loading time and
performance of each detection approach, we encountered several
technical hurdles when attempting to implement the detection in
browsers. The first issue we found was that even though Chromium
is the best approach to instrument the resource-related APIs during
the data collection phase, their security model makes the same kind
of instrumentation in production difficult, i.e., through a Chrome
extension. Extensions work on an isolated world, and changes
are propagated through copies of the DOM [5]. Despite this, we
implemented a proof of concept capable of executing the classifier
using a WebAssembly port [24] of LibSVM [3]. To do this, we require
an additional program instrumenting Chromium remotely through
the Chrome Debugging Protocol. We must clarify that even though
we did not implement a Chrome extension to apply the classifiers
explained in this paper, this may be viable by placing a content script
that modifies the browser APIs. Also, looking at OpenWPM [14]
and how it uses a Firefox extension to perform JavaScript API
instrumentation [15] would be a good start. However, even though
this is an interesting engineering task, it does not weaken nor
strengthen our analysis of the classifiers’ detection performance
and feasibility.
Also, we performed prediction based on a 35-second visit. This
provided high-quality data and assumed a realistic scenario considering that visits take approximately 5 minutes on average [7].
However, the question of the minimum time required to achieve
an accurate prediction remains open and can be explored as future
work with the API events collected.
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A

THEORETICAL UPPER BOUND FOR FALSE
POSITIVES AND NEGATIVES

To bring the precision and recall values of the smallest class into context, we use the known precision and recall values for each classifier
to calculate a theoretical upper bound for the total number of
false positives and negatives that formalizes about how false
positives and false negatives have higher impact on smaller classes,
i.e., the reasoning explained in Section 4.1.
Based on footnote 4, the precision formula can be transformed
to Equation 1. We should consider that every true positive needs to
belong to the class, i.e., it needs to to be in a class and to be correctly
classified; thus, the number of true positives is always smaller than
the size of the class, i.e., |T P | ≤ |Class |. With this constraint in
mind, we can put an upper bound to the number of false positives
using the size of the class as shown in Equation 2. Likewise, we
can make the similar statement about false negatives and recall, i.e.,
Equation 3.


1
F P = |T P |∗
−1
(1)
precision


1
F P ≤ |Class |∗
−1
(2)
precision


1
F N ≤ |Class |∗
−1
(3)
recall
By applying Equations 2 and 3, we created a Table 5 for the
maximum number of false positives and negatives with respect to
the whole dataset, i.e., 285.919 sites in total.
Classif.
False Positives False Negatives
resources
1.493 %
0.015 %
words html5
1.282 %
0.016 %
2grams html5
0.008 %
0.007 %
3grams html5
0.008 %
0.011 %
4grams html5
0.008 %
0.005 %
5grams html5
0.008 %
0.011 %
Table 5: Upper Bound of False Positives and False Negatives
Based Equation 2 and 3 Using Precision and Recall from Table 2 and 3

B

ADDITIONAL PLOTS AND TABLES

This section includes all additional plots and labels mentioned in
the main body of the paper.
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Window
WSocket Destination
streamcherry.com/
kdowqlpt.info:443
openload.co/
azvjudwr.info:443
www.tvnetil.net/
prv.co.il:2052/proxy
mydream.lk/
googlescripts.ml:8892/proxy
www.comicsporn.net/de/
163.172.103.203:8892/proxy
duroos.org/
googlescripts.ml:8892/proxy
pokemgo.info/358kqm
abc.pema.cl/socket
www.watchfaces.be/
wp-monero-miner.de:2096
multfun.com/
m.anisearch.ru/proxy
shopon.noip.us/
googlescripts.ml:8892/proxy
www.homfurniture.com/
www.homfurniture.com/
bonkersenergy.com/
minr.pw/socket
torrentbada.net/
moneone.ga/proxy
www.harveker.com/
io.truconversion.com
gifmixxx.com/9lG0
ws001.chapi.co
www.vipmatureporn.com/ 163.172.103.203:8892/proxy
anunciosintimos.pt/
googlescripts.ml:8892/proxy
www.coinfloor.co.uk/
api.coinfloor.co.uk/
madnessbeat.com/
ws001.chapi.co
Table 6: WS Connections Opnened by Frames Labeled as
“Flase Postives"
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Figure 9: Detection Performance for Benign Class
Domain Match
*2giga.link
*afminer.com
*cloudcoins.co
*coinblind.com
*coinerra.com
*coin-have.com
*coin-hive.com
*coinhive.com
*coinhive-manager.com
*coinlab.biz
*coinnebula.com
*crypto-loot.com
*edgeno.de
*inwemo.com
*joyreactor.cc
*jsecoin.com
*jyhfuqoh.info
*kissdoujin.com
*kisshentai.net
*kiwifarms.net
*listat.biz
*lmodr.biz
*mataharirama.xyz
*minecrunch.co
*minemytraffic.com
*minero-proxy*.sh
*minero.pw
*miner.pr0gramm.com
*monerominer.rocks
*papoto.com
*ppoi.org
*reasedoper.pw
*webmine.cz
Table 7: Expressions for Mining Domains
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Domain
Sites Using It
coinhive.com
611
crypto-loot.com
11
coin-hive.com
8
coin-have.com
5
minemytraffic.com
3
ppoi.org
2
papoto.com
1
2giga.link
1
Table 8: Mining Sites Grouped by Type

Alexa Domain Ranking
Possible Reason
baidu.com
4
located in China
reddit.com
7
dynamic UI (GIF images)
taobao.com
10
located in China
tmall.com
13
located in China
jd.com
20
located in China
weibo.com
21
located in China
360.cn
22
located in China
ebay.com
36
dynamic UI (banner)
alipay.com
47
located in China
google.com.mx
44
dynamic UI (canvas)
gmw.cn
48
located in China
aliexpress.com
54
located in China
hao123.com
56
located in China
blogspot.com
61
dynamic UI (banner)
youth.cn
68
located in China
whatsapp.com
74
dynamic UI (banner)
detail.tmall.com
78
located in China
coccoc.com
82
dynamic UI (banner)
txxx.com
84
not verified (videos?)
dropbox.com
86
dynamic UI (banner)
tianya.cn
97
located in China
Table 9: Reasons for High Std. Dev. of Sites Not Considered

